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Abstract: This paper presents a methodology to evaluate the external cost of traffic
congestion generated by residents in an urban area, and a trial calculation in Sendai
Metropolitan Area. Externalities related to car traffic depend on two factors: transportation
system and land uses. This system is able first to distinguish between a generator and a
receiver of externalities and then to estimate who generates the extemality, how much of it
generates, and who receives it. With this model, the relation between land use and generated
extemality are investigated. Using it, it will be possible to provide useful information for
land use and transportation policies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that problems such as traffic congestion, air pollution, or noise pollution
caused by car travel are becoming more severe. All are characterized by a situation known
as "externality" in the economics context, since the person who causes it does not share the
appropriate cost. It is said that externalities distort the market mechanism and also
generate deadweight loss. Thus, public interventions such as regulation or tax system should
be adopted to internalize the extemal costs. For instance, TDM schemes iuch as road
pricing,are proposed to reduce car travel demand. However those externalities caused by car
travel depend on the urban structure i.e., land use pattern, road network configuration and
residential location. Therefore, a land use approach such as the introduction ofdevelopment
tax in suburbs is also essential in order to tackle the problems of extemalities caused by
road transportation.

The objective of the present study is to quantitatively clarify the relationships between
urban structure and extemalities caused by car travel, and to suggest a desiiable urban
structure from the viewpoint of external costs. To achieve this, an evaluation system for
urban externalities caused by car travel is constructed. The original concept of this-system is
to distinguish between generators and receivers of externalities. With thia system, ii is easy
to determine who generates the extemality, how much it generates, and who receives ii.
This information is displayed in an externality incidence malrix, in which the rows express
the generator of externalities and the columns the receiver. This information is useful to
assess externality-internalizing policies. In addition, one more feature is the integration of a
Geo.graphical Information System (GIS) to handle various types of spatial data s-uch as land
attributes, transportation networks, etc. As a result, it is easier to stor-e, analyze, manage and
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display all related data visually.

In many cities, urban sprawl to suburbs causes an increase in car traffic volume. The

obiective of the present study is, therefore, to estimate the amount of the external cost

caised by increasbd traffic thit changes when population in the suburban area increases. In

tt ir pup* only traffic congestion is considered since the amount of time loss caused by

*ngli[ion is ferceived as 5ne of the most serious extemal effects. As a case study, Sendai

;;F;;lit"" drea of Japan is selected. In the following section, the definition- of externality,

"iiirnliitiir associatei with car traffic and existing muntermeasures for congestion

iiti*uiitv are discussed. This study's evaluation method for congestion externality is
.iplrir"ii" section 3. In section 4, this model is ap-plied to Sendai MetropolitanArea and

td;;ffi;i cost by zone is estimated. Finally, we ohlr some concluding remarks in section

5.

2. CONGESTION EXTERNALITY AND ITS COUNTERMEASURES

2.1 About the ExternalitY

Increasing traffic volume generates . many-. problems. such as traffic congestion,

"rriio"*?rt"i 
pollution, noiie and. others., 

-Thise 
problems can be interpreted as an

i*ffiii.n"V of rLsource allocation and are called externalities in the economics literature.

Manv economists have studied the concept of extemality since Marshall introduced it in
i8401 H;;;ttoi urt several interpreiations about the meaning of.it, and there is no

g"n"i"i *nr"niuJ on its exact definitiin. In this study, the.following three conditions are

resarded as common erounds in previous works on eiternality. We say that an extemality

;;T;. ;d; tn"ii it r"E"onditiond are met: (1) Behavior of an actor A (the generator) halan
itf""i or if," uiiiity of anottret actor B (the ie6eiver);-(2) To have an effect on the actor B is

noiif," prmose of behavior of an actor'A; (3) Actoi B cannot control the effect of the actor

A.'Ir;il{;ternaiity exists when actor Xdoes not pay an appropriate cost for his/her

effect on other Persons.

2.2 Congestion Externality and Land Use

Externalities in an urban area closely depend on land use decisions, such as where to live or

*t r* to work. The negative influ6ncei of suburbanization or decentralization have been

ii"qrirtfy O-i*".r"a. lt"i. considered that these influences are related to the externalities'

ft J 
"!gi'"""tion 

of tle tiaffic and environmental situation, additional construction costs of
iniiutt"fi"trt", and declining of commercial activities in the center are examples of
.it"rr"iiii".(Suiuki and Mifamoto, 2000). Traffic-related externalities are one of the most

serious effects of suburbanization'

Manv studies about car traffic-related externalities have been conducted for-years in Europe

;;d ii; USA G.g. fCfUyOECD, 1994). Similarly, there are numero,rs studies that evaluate

*r" 
"iLrnut 

cosl Ve.iroei (lgg4), for instance, made a typology of external costs of road

i;;;;;:Ad;ding to his work, external costs resulting fiom attual transport activities can

be cGssified in thre"e caiegories:'(1) Intra-sectoral externality, e.g. conge-stion; (2) Adverse

;ff;;;; .*i"l environrients, .i.g. noise and accident; (3) Adverse effect on ecological

ir"ir*.L"tr, e.g. ,ir-poilution. in our s-tudy,.congestion'is selected as the externality

caused by road trinsporiation. The reasons for this are,

(1) In most existing studies, congestion is regarded as the largest externality in terms of
monetary cost.

(2) it is difficult to specify the external cost that each actor generates because there are
'- ;;yi;iliy intehetateO concerned parties (the generators and the receivers).

(3) It cl5iely defiends on land use and road network configuration'
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(a) The condition of congestion is expected to worsen, if no intervention is taken.

2.3 Countermeasures to Congestion Externality

(1) Road Pricing

The driver on a congested road is not only slowed down but he also contributes to slow
down others. However, when considering costs it is very likely that he takes into account
only his own travel cost and disregards that of others. In this case, a difference between
social and private cost generates inefficiency, and as a consequence demand for road use is
above the optimal level. This difference is just a congestion externality. So, the well-known
approagh.introduced by Pigou_(1920) is effective to offset the inefficiency. Imposing a tax
on each driver can attain a social optimum. A tax of this kind is known as Pigovian tlx, and
a road-pricing scheme is an application of it. The concept is very clear andlt is said to be
the most effectiv-e (First-best) mglhod for externality, because the tax is imposed to the
cause of the inefficiency. I! f diff-icult to implement this tax, however, becauie it requires
that a public agent have all the information rLgarding the external cost by each drivei and
also to levy.the congestion tax on all links. Moreover, the level of congestion is highly
y?I^r."b!": and_changes by the hour. For the present, this method presents many techriicil
difficulties. Therefore, many economists have proposed various practical second-best
approaches. Some of them, such as cordon line pricing, have been put to practical use in
some cities.

Road pricing has the effect of controlling traffic demand in the short run. In the long run, it
has been shown that it would cause a change of the land use configuration, towards more
cgry,pagt development in general, because of increased trip costs (Amott, 1979; Kanemoto,
1980; Sullivan, 1983). However, most of these studies are limited to a simplified urban
structure and network configuration, one mode trip, one destination, unifonir population
distribution and so on. Of course, these simplifications give us a number oi ilear-cut
!i-n{ing;. _!1^iecgyt years, the research of second-best pricing is pursued actively (e.g.
Verhoef, 2000; May and Milne, 2000). However, there is little empirical research for the
establishment of congestion tax in an actual urban area with an irregular road network.

(2) Land Use Policy

More practical me-asures such as land use regulation or location guidance is adopted for
mitigation of traffic. congestion.. These are also a second-best itrategy for congestion
extemality because first-best pricing is not feasible at the present. The generation of-traffic
volume depends on the location characteristics in the urban area. If a zone is near a station
of railway,. automobile mode share will be lower. A person who lives near to his office may
commute there on foot or by bicycle.

Iaand y;e policy is a practical measure and thought to contribute to relieve traffic congestion.
Actually, land use regulations,-such as zoningir growth control, are carried out in"many
countries. But the,policy may decrease social welfaie depending on the situation. ThereforL
it is important to investigate the influence and evaluate the exteinal cost. In order to desisn
a land use scheme that takes into account traffic congestion, it would be useful to haie
irlfgrm^ati.on regarding the generated amounts of the exGrnality by zone. This is the subject
of the following sections.

2.4 Required Information and Externality Incidence Matrix

In the previous section, congestion extemality caused by car traffic and its countermeasures
were discussed. There it was argued that, 

-although the imposition of a road charge on each
driver for his share of external cost is the first-beit method'to deal with traffic con'gestion, it
is a method difficult to turn it into practice because of inadequate technology"and high
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operational costs. Therefore, we tum ou-r- attention to some second-best strategies, of which
a'land use approach is thought to be effective. These public interventions can reverse the

market failuid, but in order io do so, it is important to have all the nece-ssary information
and investigate the likely impact of the extemality countermeasures.. Information such as

who generales the externality,-how mu^ch of it-generates, and who receives it,-is necessary to

contr;l the externality. However, so far we lack the appropriate tools.to _clarify all these

issuis. The objective'of this study is to propose a tool to obtain a detailed information by

iot"tio, with "an evaluation mohel. Rdlationships between generator and receiver and

or"rtiW of the extemalities are expressed in the extemality incidence matrix shown in

Fiiri. i, where EC;; denotes external cost and i indicate-s g€nerator and j r_ecevers. This

inf,or-ution is necesiary for the design of public poticies. ln this paper, the information can

U" tint"a to the locition in the- urban area and represented visually with a GIS
(Geographical Information System).

Receivers

12" """j""""'n t

L,]
(D

(D

o
0

I
*EC, DU',

s, \ur,,
Figure l. Externality Incidence Matrix

3.METHODOLOGY

In the previous section the information required to set extemality.countermeasures was

meni6riea. This study proposes an operational model to evaluate the zonal external cost

"i6"a 
by traffic conjedtioir in the actual_city. This model can expross the local differences

oi-iii""iufity generition by dividing the study area into .zones. .The structure of the

e,ialuation 1;1iraEt for analyziirg a zonalcongestion externality is described in this section'

3.1 Model Structure

The evaluation model Tor zonal congestion externality is composed -of thre-e. parts: a

CiS-Uasea land use database, which his land attributes and road network, a traffic model,

and a model of evaluation of external cost. These elements are explained as follows;

(1) Database

A GIS is used as a database and output display. The database contains land attributes and

it " r*a network. The urban area ii dividtid into zones each of which has one centroid.

Road net*ork consists of a set of links and nodes, which includs the centroids of zones.

Tnial data contains land uses, area, population, number of employees, etc., and person trip
data used by the traffic model.

(2) Tlaflic Model

The traffic model operates in 3 steps, car trip generation, trip distribution and trip
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assignment. In the. step of.car trip generation, trip generation and attraction by automobile
can be explained by zonal attributes such as population and share of travelers that select
automobile as transportation mode. The difference of modal choice between zones is
important fgr jhe. analysis-of transportation and land use. From the viewpoint of traffic
congestion, it is-desirable that people-lives in an area where public transporiation is highly
developed, trip.distance is short and the share of car using is [ow. In this inodel, modal iplit
doesn't depend on the travel cost. It is better to consider travel cost exolicitlv. Tiio
distribution between zones was estimated with the BPR gravity function. It is d6noted as,

k,,G,A,t;^

" 
=>,opa,i

*here'q,1 is trip distribution from i to j, Subscript ry'is oD pair {, G; expresses the trip
generation from i by automobile,l; expresses the trip attraction to j by automobile, 14 ii
travel time from i toj, and k and 2 -are 

the parameters.

Travel time between each pdir of centroids can be calculated by trip assignment. Traffic
volume on each link and travel time between all zones can be deriveO folto*ing Wardrop's
first principle (1952). Traffic demand estimation package sofrware "JICA sr{ADA" was
used to conduct the calculation.

3.2 Process to Evaluate the Zonal Congestion Externality

In this paper, the external cost of traffic congestion is defined as an increment of travel time
for households in the urban area generated by a newcomer who migrates into the target zone
k. It is assumed that an increase of population occurs in the target zone alone. Thi aim of
this studyis not to investigate how much external cost is generatEd in the urban area but the
spatial difference of the generation of congestion externality and the relation between
generator and receiver.of it. Average external cost of traffic congestion per capita generated
by the new com-er in-the target zone is named as "Generation of External Coit IGEC;" and
external cost of traffic congestion received by drivers living in other zone id call6d the
"Recipient of Extemal Cost (REC)".

(1)

Generation of external
cost from zone *

22*"*i'
GEC,= I I

^ LPr

Recipience of external
cosl from zone k lo i

2*,,*:
REC: =r-s=-

zq,
Figure 2 Flow of the Evaluation for the Zonal Extemal Cost
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Figure 2 is a flow chart of the process.to evaluate congestion extemality by zone, where k
iniiicates the target zone. If population in target zone k increases by .AP1, trip. generation by
car from zone t=(going desiinations) and attraction to zone t (coming home) will increase
by AGr afi L41,. Tlie increments of trip distribution Lq4 and Lgij ar^e calculated by
jco und Al1 from equation (1). The increase of OD trips by automobile from and to zone
k aliers the network eiluilibrium. Traffic volume of newcomers has an effect not-only- on
drivers on the link throrlgh which they pass but also drivers on all network links in the urban
area. In short, most households in the urban area will suffer external congestion costs by
new comers in the target zone, therefore the name of network externality. {verage extemal
cost of congestion periapita generated by the new comer in the target zone is expressed as,

GECk =llw, ui lwr Q)

where GEC. is the average external congestion cost per capita generated by the new comer
in the target zone k, Atr is a change of travel time for the drivers who trips^from zone i to
zone j , qalis trip distribufion between zone i and j , O is each driver's value of time.

The extemal cost of traffic congestion per trip received by drivers living in other zones is

calculated as:

=)ruttti 
fZtu

(3)
REC!

where REC. kis the external cost of traffic congestion generated bynew_comers living,in
zone k and received by drivers living in zone i.-The output can be visually displayed with
the help of a GIS.

3.3 Characteristics and Usefulness of the Pmposed Model

The model proposed in the study has the following characteristics,

(L) It can deal with a large-scale road network.
t2i tt visuatty displays ti'e generator and receivbr of external cost of traffic congestion.

i:i It anatyz,:s the ielatio-nships between spatial urban structure and the generation of
externality.

These characteristics are useful to provide information needed to discuss traffic congestion
countqrmeasures. From the viewpoint of pricing policy, these results may. offer useful
material. GEC*means the average external cost generated by a resident that locates in the

zone. It can be'interpreted as a bEnchmark of the average congestion tax per a day imposed
on a person who tivls in the target zone. However, there are some problems to interpr_et the

outco^me as the standard for olne of the second-best pricing schemes. First of all, trip
characteristics such as destination, mode, departure time, frequency and So On, are not
uniform for every person even if they live in the same.ione. Secondly, it is-technically
difficult to charfe^the drivers a congestion tax according to.their place of residence.

Therefore this iiformation is not exiremely useful for the purpose of pricing pglicy.
However, the information can be used for ihe purpose of developing land use policies.
Zonal external cost information can be the grouhd for a development charge or land use

regulation. Appropriate intervention for the land market would alleviate the market failure
by externality. This model could be useful for these reasons.

4. APPLICATION IN THE SENDAI METROPOLITAN ARF'A

4.1 Study Area and Data Source

In this section, congestion cost is analyzed by the proposed model using real data. We select
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as a study area, .the Sendai \Igtlopolitan Area, in Tohoku region, Japan. Sendai
M.gtropolitan Area is-composed of 20 municipalities, with a rotal pop-ulation of almost 1.4
millions in an area of about 2200 square km. The shape of the ciiy is monocentric with a
subway line running in the north-south direction.

OD traffic volume is obtained from the Person Trip Survey in 1992 and Road Traffic
Census in 1994. I-and use data is taken from Basic-Planning Survey in 1992. The road
network.used-correspo^nds to 1992 and consists of 1904 links-and 1477 nodes. The study
area is divided into 168 zones, each one with its corresponding centroid (see figure 3).

4.2 Characteristics of Zones

Figure 3 is a map of th.e stu.dy area divided into 168 zones with the subway (a black line),
road networks (white lines) and Sendai station in the center of the area, bverlaid. T(e
automobile share in the modal split by zone is expressed in the map. It can be said that the
modal share of automobile in the areas near the subway line is gen-erally lower than that in
the far areas. The farther from the center of the city the zone is, ttre higher the modal share
of automobile. So,^generation of the trip qy car in ihe suburb area will-be larger than in the
central area even if the number of population in the zone is same.

0,' 0.2
D.3 - 04
04 * 0.5

05 * 06
0.6 * 07
> 0.?

Figure 3. Study Area and the Modal share of cars

4.3 Evaluation of Congestion Externality

An increment of.population of 50,0fi) in the target zorreLpl, is assumed. Although it may
seem large, the. figure is not extraordinary for a large-scale residential developmeit. On thL
other hand, if the increment of population in the target zoneAPl is small, calculation for the

Subway

Sendai Station

Modal share of cars

::

&t
Ir
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traffic assignment is likely to become unstable. A value of 54 yenrmin per car is adopted as

the driver's value of time. 32 zones are selected as target zones tbr the evaluation of GEC.

Following, two zones from among the above 32 are selected as examples of target zone for
the comparative study of GEC and REC. One is named Zone-A, an area adjacent to the
$ubway line and about 5km north from the Sendai station. Modal share of car trips in this
arsa is 0.39. The other is named Zone-B, and is a suburban zone 12 km northeast from
Sendai station. Modal share of car trip in this area is 0.55, a high figure explained by the
inconvenience to residents of public transportation. The zonal extemal cost inflicted by
these target zones to other area (REC) is shown in Figure 4. The total external congestion
cost generated by newcomers to these target zones (TEC) is 29.7 (million yen/all urban
area) for 7-one-A and 40.8 (million yen/all urban area) for Zone-B. In average, the extemal
cost per capita generated by a newcomer to each target zone GEC is 595 and 816 (yen/a
day) for Tnne-A and Z.one-B, respectively.

Compared with the case of Tnne-A, an increase of population in Zone-B has a heavier
influence on surrounding areas. There are two reasons for this. One is the higher modal
share of car trip in Zone-B. More car trips originate from Zone-B than from Zone-A. The
other is related to the road network configuration. Since there are few roads to access the
central area form B-zone, an increase of traffic volume from or to B-zone has a direct
influence on surrounding zones through congestion of access roads to central area.

These results clearly show who generates the externality, how much of it generates, and
who receives it.

REC(yerVa trip)

;*;
H
I
I
I

o& 10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
6O- 7O

70- 8O
aO-9O

Figure 4. Recipient of External Cost by Zone (REC)

32 zotes are selected for the evaluation of GEC, the result of which is shown in Figure 5. It
is difficult to interpret this result due to the complexity of the road network. and trip
characterization. However, a broad trend can be grasped. GEC is higher in zones with a

high proportion of car modal share that are located near road links with heavy traffic
volume. Gcneration of externality in the east and west zones is larger than north and south,
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perhaps due accessibility to..transit service, if we recall that the subway line follows
north-south route. More detailed investigation is necessary to clarify these matters.

)

;I

GEC(yen/capita. day)
r.r NA

.i_ ::. 100 - 200
.: 200 * 300

I 
',,r,i 

,100 * 400, ffi , r-rl-S00
f, ,,, St,,- - OnO

I ', ooo -- iurl
I 'r 700 * 800

I .,i ) 800

Figure 5. Generation of Extemal Cost from the Target Zones (GEC)

s.CONCLUSIONS

This study proposed an operational m.ethodology to analyze the relation between generators
and. receivers of 

^congestion 
externality. tt is h-o-ped that the information p.opot?a ln tirii

study will be useful to design land use'schemes fbr metropolitan areas. Thd 
"*'t"-ui -.i oi

traffic congestion generated from each zone was estimated, and a test evaluation of the tooi
was canied out using Sendai Metropolitan Area as a case study.

In the case study, the following tendencies of GEC and REC are confirmed. Generation of
the extemal cost by zone.(GEC) in the suburb zones is generally larger than that in the
central zones. In the analysis of- the recipient of extem-al cost 

'by 
zlone (Rec;, ii was

confirmed that the external cost is borne nof only by zones near the o?igin of ihe externalitv.
but also by zones far. in urban space. This result is a clear expressioi of tne inoiriiian'<i
network character of the extemality.

In the future, it is planned to extend the scope of this study to include externalities other
than traffic congestion.
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